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3 to 5 m Diameter Ground hold

Example of an art installation to identify the location of the future artwork. Should not be taken as a reference when developing a concept.
PROGRAMMING USE ORIENTATION STUDIES

PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC OVERVIEW
PLAN DIAGRAMS

**Granite “Circles”**
1. Charcoal Black – Diamond 100
2. Charcoal Black – Diamond 5
3. Sierra White – Diamond 100
4. Sierra White – Rub and Sand

**Dark Mix**
Charcoal Black – Diamond 100
Charcoal black – Dia 5
Sierra White - Rub and Sand

---

**DARK MIX**

150 x 150 mm
Granite Pavers

---

Granite “Circles”
SOLAR STUDY // JUNE - SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER
DETAIL LIGHTING OF THE VESSEL & AMBIENT LIGHTING

- Directional lighting from the ground
- LED strip on the ground

ICON

Detailed floor plan
ANCHOR DETAIL

PRE-CAST CONCRETE PLANTER BY HOK

*Note: Icon without a vessel is also considered as an option.

OVERVIEW OF THE VESSEL
3D RENDERS OF THE PLAZA
Render by HOK
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